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HEROES DEFEAT INVADERS,
SAVE THE MOON
Earth's satellite kept secured as two superhumans
sacrifice themselves during alien base assault
A vicious attack to our planet's satellite by space
invaders was thwarted by the valourous deeds of a
special team of US Forces. The team reached the
Moon aboard an experimental space plane to
discover a secret base made by the same aliens
responsible of the attack to the White House in the
previous days. Apart from two, the identity of the
members of the team is unknown and it's
unconfirmed whether they were supehuman as
well.
Initial reports on the site revealed that the aliens
had rigged the Moon's core with a powerful
electromagnetic reactor, who disabled the rotation
of the satellite. This would have caused the Moon
to stop in its orbit, with disastrous consequences
on the Earth's tides and environment. The effort of
the special operation team sent out on the satellite
was able to reverse the effect and avoid the
catastrophe, unfortunately at the cost of the lives
of two members of the team.
The superhumans, whose real identity was never
made public, also foiled the alien attack to our
President. Lighting superhero known as The
Railgun died in a
reactor explosion on
the
base
while
attempting
to
reactivate it, while
Blue Blur, whose
ultrafast run put the
Moon's rotation back
to its course, was
launched into space
Read more at page 6
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Visible crevasse on the Moon caused by ultrasonic
acceleration, now named by astronomers "Blue
Canyon".

retrieval of the body impossible. The two had
taken part in the US Army operations in France in
addition to their Justice Force partners Powertank
and Dr Titanium, who could not be reached for
comments.
"They may have died, but they did not die in vain"
said General P. Treister, who coordinated the
Government operation in the assault at the alien
base. "The invaders represented a menace, but
now we sent them back to were they came from.
We will continue to work with known
superhumans who are willing to fight for their
country and make it a safer place in these times of
war". Read more at page 2

